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WHO WE ARE
At Harrison Flagpoles we understand that each customer has a different requirement and vision. 
Whether you are looking for the perfect addition to your home, business or public space we will work with you to 
find your ideal solution.

With almost 50 years’ experience, we find solutions to a wide range of potential design and installation challenges. 
At no stage do we compromise on the quality of our commission. Years of building firm customer relations have 
given us an enviable reputation as leaders in the field, and we are proud to be the only independent manufacturer 
of glassfibre, aluminium and stainless steel flagpoles in the United Kingdom.

As you would expect from a leading UK flagpole manufacturer, we ensure that all of our products are supported 
by structural calculations and meet the applicable national wind speed standards in Europe, USA and Asia. We 
understand that the safety of our products are of paramount importance, so our technical team are always on 
hand to offer their knowledge, expertise and advice on any specification. 

We also offer a comprehensive range of flags to complement our flagpoles, from naval and world flags, to custom 
designs. Digital print or hand sewn options are available, along with a choice of finishing options to suit your 
requirements. As we’re the home of Enviroflag™, we offer all of our digitally printed flags on our revolutionary 
material made from recycled plastic.

Our experienced team are always on hand, so if you’re unsure of exactly what you need, simply give us a call and 
we’ll be happy to discuss our products in more detail.
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OUR HISTORY
From our origins as steeplejacks, the business developed in the 1970s into sourcing and importing flagpoles 
from Scandinavia and Canada and then installing them here in the UK. In 1980 we started manufacturing glassfibre 
flagpoles ourselves and currently manufacture 15,000 glassfibre, aluminium and stainless steel flagpoles a year, in 
our UK facilities. 

We have established a network of European flag and flagpole distributors and maintain a consignment stock of 
flagpoles in Dubai with additional agents representing our flags and flagpoles in UAE, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, 
Oman, Qatar and Israel. 

In Hong Kong, we have a flagpole distributor who manages a large roll-out of replacement flagpoles for Government 
buildings; using our very own UK manufactured aluminium flagpoles. 

Over 2000 of our glassfibre flagpoles are shipped to the USA each year, retailing through America’s largest and 
oldest flag producer, Annin. 

In recent years we have invested heavily in the use of in-house printers, allowing us to supply flags to complement 
the flagpoles we sell. The in-house printing capabilities allow us to fulfill client requests whilst ensuring the quality of 
our products are in line with our core values.
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OUR ETHOS
The key factor behind our growing success has been our unwavering commitment to an accurate 
interpretation of the client’s brief and we deliver on all elements of the commission: communication, 
interpretation, quality and punctuality. 

Equally, we control the entire process from concept or initial brief through to the design, technical drawings, 
calculations and finally manufacture and installation. Our manufacturing facility is set up to make standard poles up 
to 18 metres tall, but through innovative design our facilities are frequently used to manufacture poles in excess of 
30 metres. 

We fabricate our own steel work using a team of qualified welders and our own powder coating and spray booth 
facilities to ensure that quality is controlled throughout. 

When it comes to flags, we’re also the experts. Our skilled in-house sewing team meticulously appliqué the flags to 
your exact colours and proportions. We can custom produce to specification, whether using traditional techniques 
or modern printing. 

Our customers are at the forefront of our business and we are proud to have worked on a number of high profile 
jobs which allow for our exceptional products to be showcased around the world.
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FLAGS
As the leading UK manufacturer of high quality, long lasting flags and feather flags, our products come in a 
range of sizes and finishes. 

If you’re looking for a flag to fly on your flagpole, whether it be for your business, university, local council or sports 
team, our flags are the perfect addition to any flagpole We offer a comprehensive range of digitally printed and 
hand sewn flags as well as custom designs. Hand sewn or digitally printed with a choice of finishing options our 
flags are of the finest quality. As we’re the home of Enviroflag™, we offer all of our digitally printed flags on our 
revolutionary material made from recycled plastic. 

Digitally printed or hand sewn, with a choice of finishing options, our flags are printed onto hard wearing, quality 
polyester material with single or double sided options available. 

The hand crafted flags are produced using woven polyester with knitted polyester layering by our skilled in-house 
sewing team in County Durham. The experienced team meticulously appliqué the flags to your exact colours and 
proportions. 

Our experienced team have the ability to custom produce to specification, whether using traditional techniques or 
modern printing.

Artwork advice is given for printed and hand sewn options ensuring they meet our recommended artwork 
guidelines. Whether you have your own artwork to send over or require the expertise of our in-house designs, we 
can take your idea and make it come to life.

If you’re looking to fly your flag on a pole, our team will give you advice and guidance ensuring the correct size flag 
is purchased to fit your flagpole.
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FLAGPOLES
Glassfibre, aluminium or stainless steel. Straight, tapered or step tapered. 2 metre, 6 metre or 30 metre, garden 
flagpoles, commercial flagpoles or custom engineered for architectural use - we have it all. 

We can provide anything from individual flagpoles for personal use to fulfilling large-scale business orders or 
complex custom poles.
 
Manufactured in our UK based, 40,000 sqft factory, Harrison Flagpoles deliver and offer the most comprehensive 
range of flagpoles. With almost 50 years of manufacturing and installation experience we’re well equipped to meet 
your requirements.

Along with our off-the-shelf range, our engineers can design and manufacture poles to deliver against any brief, 
whether it’s a modern design or traditional style you are looking for. 

Each project differs and clients rely on us for depth of knowledge, expertise and technical advice. Harrison 
Flagpoles will guide you through the process of sourcing the correct flagpole for your project, ensuring it is 
beautiful to look at and virtually maintenance free, offering a lifelong service. 

We carry out site surveys and offer comprehensive installation guides which will take you through the installation 
process. Or, we can take the hassle out of it with our nationwide installation service.
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BANNER POLES
Harrison Flagpoles were the first in the industry to develop a high quality, high strength system to give an 
attractive and versatile product that can last a lifetime.

The banner pole is often seen outside many large museums, public buildings, retail, business and leisure parks. 
Designed to withstand winds up to 100 mph, there is no limitation to the siting of the banner pole.

The wall mounted banner pole is an effective way of utilising space on your building whilst showcasing a permanent 
promotion, providing a significant presence from afar. 

Depending on the banner size and wind load guarantee required, there are several different pole diameter and 
heights available. Each pole can accommodate one double sided banner, back to back or side to side. The use of 
tapered aluminium or parallel steel ensures banners are always taught, presentable and safe by incorporating 
special tensioning arms.

As well as our standard range we can also create custom design depending on the colour, banner size, lighting and 
wind load guarantee you require. Our banner poles can be powder coated to any available RAL colour to match 
your branding perfectly. 

Our dedicated team are always on hand to discuss your requirements.
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INSTALLATION & SERVICING
Working with clients including English Heritage and the National Trust, Harrison Flagpoles have developed a 
unique position in the UK as the leading authority on the removal, replacement, and renovation of poles on some 
of the most challenging historical properties.

Sympathetic design and installation services are provided to take into consideration existing structures and 
limitations, whilst offering a full replacement and restoration service on flagpoles for historical buildings and 
churches.

Safety is the forefront of everything we do, which is why we take extra precautions when it comes to disassembling 
an existing flagpole and the assembly of a Harrison Flagpole. We ensure safety equipment is used when working on 
high rise buildings, keeping compliant with the latest Health and Safety regulations. 

Delivery
We offer a fast and reliable delivery service for all our products to anywhere in the UK. If you need it even quicker 
then ask for our express delivery service (extra charges apply)

Installation
Our nationwide flagpole installation service is available on all of our garden, commercial, forecourt, show home and 
architectural flagpoles. Our team will take the hassle away and ensure your flagpole is erected safely.

Maintenance & Servicing
Regular maintenance and servicing is essential to keep your flags and flagpoles looking their best. Harsh weather 
conditions and environmental factors can take their toll.
Our team of engineers can service and repair your flagpoles, or install new flags when needed. 

We also offer a flag cleaning service to keep flags looking their best.
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ROYAL EDINBURGH MILITARY 
TATTOO
The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo came to us wanting resilient flagpoles which were easy to assemble and 
disassemble each year for easy storage. Our dedicated special projects team worked on the planning, design, 
manufacture and delivery of the flagpoles.

Harrisons custom-designed two sizes of glassfibre flagpoles (6m and 8m) to fit the existing steel framework. Our 
innovative collapsible design was an economical solution as they are easy to store, negating the need for annual 
repaints and repairs to the poles.
 
Our team were honoured to be selected to work closely with the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo on this complex 
technical requirement and to provide a unique long term solution that can be used year after year.
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ROYAL ALBERT HALL
Our client gave us a brief to design, supply and install a set of banner poles that would complement the façade 
of this iconic building in the centre of London and be delivered in time for the Queen’s Golden Jubilee celebrations.

We supplied the client with a winch operated lower-able banner system and custom coronet mouldings on the top 
of the poles to complement the structure.

The black galvanised premium steel banner poles were put into place using a crane as access to the building was 
quite limited. It was a delicate operation, expertly handled by our team of installation engineers who liaised closely 
with the client’s architects and the borough council.
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HORSE GUARD PARADE &
THE MALL
Our client came to us requesting the design, supply and installation of custom made permanent flagpoles 
to line the Mall and Horse Guards Parade. These were to replace the series of temporary wooden flagpoles which 
were present. The poles were to be used for State Occasions and required to support large weighted flags.

Harrisons designed and supplied over 60 robust steel and aluminium flagpoles complete with gaff arm, 
moulded finials and a basket fitting. The designs were based on the original timber masts in terms of height and 
appearance but were fully supported by our full technical drawings and calculations. Due to their prominent 
position in London their appearance was critical and great care was taken in selecting the correct materials and 
paint finish.
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phone:
01325 390192

email:
sales@weareharrisons.com

web:
www.flagpoles.co.uk

address:
Grindon Way,
Newton Aycliffe,
County Durham, DL5 6SH
United Kingdom
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